Value Blueprint App
for
Buyers

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THE VALUE BLUEPRINT
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connect strategy and leadership priorities to purchasing negotiations
Engage internal customers earlier in the process to embed their priorities into the negotiation
Build credibility of purchasing with leadership and internal customers
Lower acquisition price while maintaining safety, quality and supplier relationships to assure
supply
5. Provide buyers with helpful, relevant and real time data by commodity type
6. Provide a common framework for all stakeholders to strategize and execute supplier
negotiations
7. Create organizational learning across negotiations
HOW IS THIS CLOUD BASED TOOL DIFFERENT THAN MOST?
•

•
•
•

•

Most technology based negotiation tools fill out a form/answer questions with free text. In
essence zero basing each negotiation. Our tool has pre-loaded custom answers to questions (in
drop downs) such that negotiators can benefit from organizational best practices and negotiate
reflecting the priorities of leadership and internal customers. This process frees up negotiators
to spend more time developing insight and strategy.
The tool is flexible and can be customized based on geo’s or commodity type. It is designed to
be able to adjust to and reflect your business strategy.
Provides a framework for determination of internal customer needs and provides a common
platform for buyers, leadership and internal customers at early and late stages of negotiation.
Employs a weighted attribute decision matrix that assists all stakeholders in determination of
which supplier provides most value and the investments and risks associated with acquiring that
value.
Extremely easy rollout, done at the workshops in a matter of hours

OVERVIEW OF BLUEPRINTING SUPPLIER NEGOTIATION
The Think! Value Blueprint framework relies heavily on answering the two most relevant questions for
negotiating with suppliers:
1. What are the consequences to both sides if we don’t agree (what we call CNA)
2. What are the likely terms in the event we do agree (what we call trades)
Our emphasis is on having better, deeper data on the two most relevant aspects of negotiation vs. long
lists of behaviors and countermeasures, etc. This approach is designed to aid negotiators in becoming
better decision makers on behalf of your company.
97% of the behaviors in a negotiation flow through the data that answers these two questions. (Think!
study 2009.) This blueprint becomes the foundation for making better decisions based on fact.
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CNA (Consequences of No Agreement)
Business negotiators reach agreement when both sides come to agreement better than their
alternatives. Most business negotiators do not have relevant data for multiple stakeholders on both
sides of the negotiation and end up stalling good deals or accepting sub-optimal ones due to that fact.
TRADES
Exceeding both side’s alternatives in a business negotiation is the first step to value creating business
deals. The second step of creating trades grows that value and allows us to lower acquisition price and
assure deal quality. Negotiation blueprinting requires that we are aware of the multiple items for
multiple stakeholders on both sides of the deal to be understood. We also need a sense of the
importance rating and high to low acceptable ends of ranges. Like CNA analysis, most negotiators do not
have a clear view of that picture and end up focusing on items out of context of the larger deal.
Having more complete data earlier will put your negotiators in the driver’s seat and enable them to
make optimal decisions that reflect the strategy and priorities of leaders and internal stakeholders.
“The problem with making decisions is that all the reasons pro and con
are not present in the mind at the same time”
- Benjamin Franklin

The Think! Value Blueprint allows negotiators to have all reasons pro and con from multiple
stakeholders on both sides present in the mind at the same time.
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WELCOME SCREEN

COMMODITY TYPE SCREEN
The most important aspect of our Value Blueprint App is the ability to create a strategy to tactics
connection. We call this the framework of the Blueprint. Upon initiation of a negotiation blueprint, the
user will be asked what “commodity type” and “alternative type” is relevant to this negotiation.
In advance of users executing Blueprints, these framework fields are completely custom to your needs
and built with you and your stakeholders as part of our upfront consulting. The framework is custom for
each client but might reflect:
•
•
•

Commodity type
Geographic differences
Different alternative such as source from another supplier or build it yourselves

This framework is built based on the results of our cross functional current state/desired state
diagnostic.
The first field, “commodity type” would have pre-loaded “trades” and suggested high to low end of
ranges associated with each stream. The relevant internal stakeholders would be consulted up front to
populate these drop downs for our side. We would also pre populate the list of trades likely to be
desired from our suppliers.
(these drop downs answer the question “what are the likely terms in the event we do agree”)
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The second field “alternative type” would have pre-loaded decision criteria to help us compare one
supplier vs. another given this stream. Just like trade data, these fields would be built based on the
needs of relevant internal stakeholders. The data also reflects the consequences to suppliers if they
don’t reach agreement with us.
(these drop downs answer the question “what are the consequences to both sides if we don’t agree”)
Once a negotiator chooses commodity and alternative types, subsequent screens will only display data
relevant to the type of supplier negotiation they are executing.
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CONSEQUENCES OF NO AGREEMENT SCREEN
What happens to both sides if you don’t agree?
After selecting commodity types, the first step for a negotiator is to execute Consequence of No
Agreement Analysis (CNA) on both sides of the deal. Recall this is important as both sides should only
consider accepting a deal when it exceeds both side’s alternatives.
On the left hand side, the data you see is not free form text but is chosen from pre populated drop
down menus. This data is also broken out by supplier stakeholder. Our recent research shows that most
buyers focus mostly on their own side and if they do consider the sellers alternative, they do not look
beyond the impact to the sales rep. Having CNA data on multiple stakeholders for the suppliers gives an
advantage to your team.
On the right hand side, the data is also chosen from pre populated decision criteria from multiple
internal stakeholders. These criteria are used to determine how the supplier you are negotiating with
meet or exceeds your alternative. Negotiators have the ability to rate the criteria high, medium or low
and determine whether the alternative is +, - or = to the alternative.

Consequences of No Agreement: Sell side

Consequences of No Agreement: Buy side
Go with alternative supplier
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TRADE SCREEN
What are the likely terms in the event you do agree?
After completing CNA analysis the negotiator now moves to trade analysis. This step is important as it
assists the negotiator in determining those areas that can create value for the supplier in and allow us to
leverage price, supply or safety.
The left hand side has pre populated items typically important to suppliers given this “deal type”. Again,
deal types could be a stream or something more specific such as energy. These desired trades are
broken out by supplier stakeholders such as legal, sales, sales management, marketing, product
managers etc. and aid the buyer in thinking more strategically about their sellers;
The right hand side are our desired trades as submitted by internal customers and other stakeholders,
Where desired, high to low acceptable ranges are also populated.

Trades: Sell Side
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TOTAL BLUEPRINT SCREEN
With trades for each side in the center and CNA analysis for both side at the left and right, the Blueprint
now contains most of the key moving parts for multiple stakeholders on both sides of the negotiation.
This data changes over time as we learn more or change our priorities such that it is a living, real time
document. It allows for sharing among multiple internal stakeholders if desired and creates common
language and process for discussing supplier negotiation.

Consequences of No Agreement: Sell side

Consequences of No Agreement: Buy side
Go with alternative supplier
Trades: Sell Side
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SUPPLIER ANALYSIS SCREEN
This tool can be exported from the tool and is used for dialogue with internal customers. There are two
tabs:
-

Supplier value analysis
Investment and risk analysis

We will cover supplier value analysis first. This data is embedded into a multi attribute, weighted
average decision matrix and allows us to work with internal customers adding, changing, weighting
criteria and scoring suppliers to determine which on average provides most overall value. This data pulls
from the main blueprint and pre populates the decision criteria for this specific negotiation.
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SUPPLIER ANALYSIS SCREEN
-

Investment and risk analysis

This screen also pulls from the main blueprint and allows us to compare pricing and terms and
conditions etc. across multiple potential suppliers for this negotiation. Screen one rates their overall
value and business fit and screen two helps determine what we have to invest to acquire that value.
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MULTIPLE EQUAL OFFER SCREEN
The last screen also pulls relevant data to this negotiation and allows us to brainstorm and prepare
three different relationships we might have with this supplier at three different investment and
effectiveness levels. This allows us wide flexibility and creativity in keeping negotiation from defaulting
to a zero sum discussion.
These offers can be presented first to a supplier or in counter to their offer. They can be presented all at
once as a choice or one at a time such that negotiators have back- up prepared.
This tool also allows us great internal brainstorming with internal customers.

REPORTING AND LINKAGE TO OTHER SYSTEMS
The App comes with standard reporting but nearly any data can be exported and reported on. Linkages
to existing systems are relatively easy depending on the amount of data shared.
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